MALE KAFFAN MEASUREMENTS:

**No.1 SATAR** (Cover during Ghusl)
(Size 150cm*120cm)
TO COVER PRIVATE PARTS WHILE PERFORMING GHUSL
MALES: from NAVEL to below KNEES

**No.2 SATAR** (Cover after Ghusl)
(Size 150cm*120cm)
TO COVER PRIVATE PARTS AFTER GHUSL AND REMOVE AFTER QAMEES SHIRT IS PUT ON

**No.3 LIFAFAH (CHADAR)**
(Size: Length 240cm * 150-180cm wide – 15cm longer than Izaar)
TO COVER WHOLE BODY
(First Chadar to be laid after GHUSL – will form outermost cover)

**No.4 IZAAR (CHADAR)**
(Size: Length 180cm * 150-180cm wide)
TO COVER FROM HEAD TO TOE
(Second Chadar to be laid after GHUSL)

**No.5 QAMEESES - SHIRT**
(Size: Length 240 (fold in ½) * 90cm wide with cut for head)
TO COVER SHOULDER TO KNEES
(Third layer to be laid after GHUSL)

Roll the Qamees towards the head end before placing the janaza on the Kafan
After Kafan is closed use the thin tie strips to tie the kafan.